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For those who have been watching the news, an animal abomination in human
form massacred some innocent people in El Paso, Texas. From the reports going
on around, it is not certified whether or not this was a hate crime, or just a person
who was flat insane. The media regardless tries to pass it on as a hate crime.
Eventually the news will clear up.

There are some leaked photos of the shooter in which he appears to be clearly
Jewish, provided these are the true photos. It's astonishing the case that many of
these crazies so frequently happen to be jews, the majority of them until now
have been jews at paper as well. This just goes to show how easily the jews can
use their spiritual tools to facilitate even the sacrifice of many of their "own" in
order to push their greater agendas.

While it has not been cleared yet, there appears that the animal left behind also a
"racist" text, but it is not certain whether or not this is a forgery. Of course it might
as well be created and loosely slapped together, which as per usual, there will be
no mention of any jews in it, as it is not impossible that these are forged incidents
or at least abetted somehow.

For example anything can happen and anyone can later go on and slap together
a fake document to pin this on "White Supremacy". Very convenient to do.

The above is the current Meme to put everything in the same basket and
condemn a whole race based on the actions of jews and other nutcases. Exactly,
in other words, what the jews and others demand not be done on them on a
systematic basis.

Whites can be collectively condemned from anything in this world if 1% of it did
something at some historic interval even a million years ago.

The holy others and jews can never be condemned, even if they are menacing en
masse. Actually, even if caught in the act one has to think how one is a poor
rapefugee or a persecuted jew and forgive all of it immediately. Or one will be
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hanged as a racist.

The double standard is real. This is because everything is reported by the jewish
media with the ultimate purpose of turning civilized nations to farms of racially
mixed slave cattle.

So, every event has to conform or made to conform to the rhetoric that there are
evil Whites everywhere who want to do evil stuff because one jew parading to be
White did something. While the tribal lobby that starts wars in the Middle East and
kills sometimes 300 people a day for no reason is actually the holy people.

No White person would under any circumstance of sanity do anything like this, to
further ruin the efforts of his own people to survive and abet the legal and
otherwise total constraint of those who want their people to live.

Jews however would engage in this all very happily. So, their crimes can be
scapegoated to other after.

For a jew that is a cup of honey they cannot take their hand out from. In any
organization of any meaning, jews always instigate strife, ruin and criminality.
Even the idea of them rotting into jail for life, prompts them to do a crime with the
clothing of their enemies, just so that they harm them, and drag them down.

Normally the right to bear arms is a fundamental right of any free people, but this
right has been revoked from citizens in most places of the world. That way,
citizens are defenseless, and the more defenseless citizens are, the easier it is for
criminals to prey upon them. Of course, the jews are very focused on going
around and around the same drill every-time:

1. Have one random sick fuck do some atrocity
2. Shill and say it is the Nazis as per usual
3. Further constrain and attack law, constitution, freedoms and so forth,
restraining them.

And lastly, repeat the above as many times as required until the populace yields
to the psychic pressure of it all, and comes begging at the feet of those in power
in order to lose more of their rights, thinking things would turn into an utopia if
they had less.

Ans when this happens, one loses then everything as one's freedoms are at the
borg to decide.



The situation is that the more rights are lost, the more crimes worsen and become
greater. For example, people constrained of expression all their life, never
express anger, and this creates killers.

If a people cannot bear arms, then 20 people will easily die such as in this most
hideous mass shooting. If other people were also armed, or at least a couple,
they could probably maim him and save more lives.

Bad guys always find weapons, and legislation about guns have changed nothing
in regards to mafias, cartels, and all the related dross of the earth in these circles.
The only thing not having guns changes is that these guys roam around totally
free and able to loot and do crimes as they see fit.

When there is no gun ownership, this is a paradise for criminals, as they can do
crimes as they see fit and prey upon the weak.

From news there has also been another mass shooting, all of which shows that
this madness can also be used now in the media to intensify the anti-gun craze.

In order to impose Communism or for the government to do whatever it wants, the
less armed, knowledgeable and aware people are, the better a bad government
can rally them into enslavement.

How the enemy destroys nations is by gradually convincing them that all the
crimes they do are for good reason.

There are things far deadlier than all sorts of guns. Drugs for one, are far more
murderous than guns on a constant basis. But nobody likes to make a fuss about
that. People are accustomed to this decay and therefore it rings no bells.

The mind-altering drugs many people take on a daily basis as if it were normal,
such as basically meth prescribed to little children, can have disastrous effects on
the minds of people. This society is unhappy due to endless bastardization and
alienation, and the only thing it does is to give people more pills to do to keep it
going.

Within all this context, deplorable crimes such as the above are nothing strange.

As the muslim mayor of London said to make all the heinous attacks of Muslims
look more normalized: "It is part and parcel of living in a big city".
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